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Abstract
Dependencies enabling one to estimate the Stark widths of spectral lines due to s}p and p}s transitions of
neutral atoms with an accuracy of about 30% are proposed. A simple parameter being a criterion of
applicability of these dependencies is introduced. It is shown that these dependencies can be used to calculate
the line widths of some heavy elements. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
At present there is a vast amount of literature data on the Stark widths and shifts of spectral lines
of neutral atoms and ions of di!erent multiplicity of ionization [1}7] which should be generalized
and critically analyzed. It is highly desirable to determine tendencies and regularities in their
distribution. In Refs. [8}12], e.g., simple relations enabling one to estimate the widths and shifts of
lines of de"nite serial transitions based on the known ionization potential of the upper levels of the
corresponding lines are proposed. The aim of this work is to further develop regularities in the
behavior of Stark parameters of spectral lines found in Refs. [13}16].
2. Dependencies for the line widths
In Refs. [13}16] dependencies enabling one to estimate Stark parameters of lines within one
atom (ion) were obtained. In this paper, the possibility of using analogous dependencies to estimate
the line widths of lines within serial atoms is considered.
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